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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F be a finite field and let S, denote the F-algebra of all sequences 
s = (-so, s,, . ..j in F. For a nonconstant manic polynomial f(xj over F, let 
S,(f(x)) denote the set of all homogeneous linear recurring sequences in 
F with characteristic polynomial f(x). That is, if f(x) = xk - akp t xk- ’ - 
ak-2x 
k-2 
- ..’ --a,, then S,(f(x)) consists of sequences satisfying 
s nik =ak-lsn+k-l+ak-2s,+kp2f “’ +&s, (n = 0, 1, .,.), 
For s, t E S, we define the convolution of s and t to be the sequence u 
given by 
and denote u = s * t. We denote by S,(f(x)) * S,(g(x)) the subspace of S, 
spanned by all convolutions s * t with SE S,(f(x)), t E S,(g(x)). 
The purpose of this paper is to prove that 
~F(“f(X)) * SF(&)) G SFW) g(x)). 
For similar types of results for sums and products of linear recurring 
sequences we refer to [IA]. 
2. THE RESULT 
THEOREM. Zf F is a finite field and f(x), g(x) are nonconstant manic 
polynomials over F, then 
SF(.fb)) * S,(g(x)) c S,(f(x) g(x)). 
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The proof of the theorem is based on the following lemmata. 
Throughout the lemmata k’, f’(x), and g(x) are as given in the theorem and 
E is a finite extension field of F. The symbol S,(f‘(x)) denotes the set of 
all homogeneous linear recurring sequences in E with characteristic poly- 
nomial jjx) and the symbol S,(f(x)) * S,(g(x)) denotes the subspace of 
all sequences in E spanned by all convolutions s * t with SE SE(ffs)), 
t E S,<( g(x)). 
LEMMA 1. We have 
Proof Clearly the vector space of the left-hand side is contained in that 
of the right-hand side. We shall prove the converse. Let s E S,n S&“(x)). 
Then sO, sit . . . . sk ~. 1 E F and the characteristic polynomial of s is f(x). Thus 
s E S,(f‘(x)). This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2. S,(f(x)) * S,.-(g(x)) spans S,(f(x)) * S,(g(x)) over E 
ProoJ Let UE S,(f(x)) * S,(g(x)). Then u is of the form 
u = C a’“(s” * t(l)), where a”’ E E, s(‘)E S,(f(x)), t”‘ct S,(g(x)). It is clear 
that i,(f(x)) (resp. S,(g(.x))) spans S,(f(x)) (resp. S,(g(x))) over E. 
Thus ~1’) and t”) are of the form SC” = xi h”, ~‘s(~,J’, t(j) =: x:r cc’. ‘It” I), where 
/p/l > ,(i,OEE s , (‘, ‘I E S,(,f(x)), t”. ‘I E S,( g(x)). Thus u is of the form 
This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 3. We have 
Wf(x)) * &4g(x)) = S-n &AfW * &(g(x))). 
Prooj We proceed in a way similar to the proof of [I, Lemma 6.68). 
Clearly, the vector space of the left-hand side is contained in that of the 
right-hand side. We shall prove the converse. Let s E S,n (S&f(x)) * 
S&g(x))) and denote s= (so, sI, . ..). Let (r,, . . . . r,) be a basis of 
S,(j(x)) * S,(g(x)) over F such that r, E S, for each j= 1, . . . . m. Denote 
r,, = (rio, rj, , . ..). j = 1, . . . . m. Let (0, , . . . . 0,) be a basis of E over F with 
wl E F, o1 ~0. Since SE S,(f(x)) * S,(g(x)), so, by Lemma 2, s can be 
written in the form 
LINEAR RECURRING SEQUENCES 
where ci/ E F. Thus 
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so = ,i, (,t, c;f,,,) wi for n=O, I,.... 
The coefficient of each o, is in F. Since s,, E F and Q, E F, W, # 0, we have 
C cijri,, = 0 for i = 2, 3, . . . . 1 and n = 0, 1, . . . 
,=I 
Thus 
and consequently s = S,(f(x)) * S,( g(x)). 
LEMMA 4. Let E be a finite extension field qf F such that E contains the 
splitting field of h(x) over F for each polynomial h(x) with deg h(x) < 
deg(f(x) g(x)). Then 
S,(f(x)) * S,(g(x)) = {s * t I SE S,(f(x)), tE &(g(x))). 
Proof: Clearly the vector space of the right-hand side is contained in 
that of the left-hand side. Conversely, let u~S~(f(x)) * S,(g(x)). Then u 
is of the form u = 1 a”‘(~“’ * t”‘) where a(‘)~ E, s(‘)E S,(f(x)), 
t(‘) E S,(g(x)). Thus the gknerating fundtion U(x) of u is given by 
Vx)= 
C, &h(‘)(x) h”‘(x) 
f*(i) g*(:) ’ 
where f*(x) = xdeg.“(‘)f( l/x), g*(x) = xdegR(-‘)g( l/x), and for each i, h’,“(x) 
and h:“(x) are some polynomials with deg h’,“(x) < deg f(x) and 
deg h:“(x) < deg g(x). Plainly, U(x) can be written in the form 
h,(x) h,(x) 
U(X)=f*o g*(x)’ 
where h,(x) and h2(x) are some polynomials with deg h,(x) < deg f(x) and 
deg h,(x) < deg g(x). Let s (resp. t) be the sequence in E whose generating 
function is h,(x)/f *(x) (resp. h,(x)/g*(x)). Then s E S,(f(x)), t E S,(g(x)), 
and u = s * t. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 5. Let E be a finite extension field of F such that E contains the 
splitting field of h(x) over F ,for each polynomial h(x) with deg h(x) < 
deg(f(x) g(x)). Then 
S,(f(x)) * S,(g(x)) 2 %(f(x) g(x)). 
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ProoJ: Let UE S,&(x)) * S,(g(x)). Then, by Lemma 4, u=s * t, 
where s E S&(x)) and t E S,(g(x)). Let U(x), S(x), and T(x) denote the 
generating functions of u, s, and t, respectively. Then 
h,(x) h2t-x) 
U(x) = S(x) T(x) = f*(x) g*(x)’ 
where deg h,(x) < deg f(x) and deg h2(x) < deg g(x). Since deg h,(x) h*(x) 
< deg f(x) g(x) and f*(x) g*(x) = (.fs)* (x), we have u E s,(f(x) d-x)). 
This completes the proof. 
Proof of theorem. Under the assumptions of Lemma 5, 
s,n CS,(f(x)) * s&b))1 z SF-n S,(f(x) g(x)). 
Thus, by Lemmata 1 and 3, we obtain the theorem. 
EXAMPLE. Let F, denote the finite field of order 2. Let s, = t, = 1 E F, 
for all n = 0, 1, . . . . Thens, tES(x-l).Defineu=s*t.ThenuES((x-1)2) 
= S(x2 - l), and u, = 1 if n is even, and u, = 0 if n is odd. 
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